FALL 2022
PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION COURSES
PHI 101 & 101R:
LOGIC AND CRITICAL REASONING

PHI 390 (SPECIAL TOPICS):
THE MEANING OF LIFE

Multiple sections, GEN ED Element 2
Introductory course in the analysis and evaluation of
arguments, with a primary focus on deductive validity
and the systems of categorical and propositional logic.

TR 11:00-12:15 Dr. Pianalto
An examination of historical and contemporary views
about the meaning of life and related issues such as
absurdity, death, and the connections between
meaningfulness and other elements of a good life.

PHI 110: BEGINNING PHILOSOPHY
Multiple sections, including online, GEN ED Element 3B
Basic introductory course in philosophy. Consideration
of perennial questions of the human experience,
especially questions about reality, knowledge, self,
values, and religious belief.

PHI 130: BEGINNING ETHICS
Multiple sections, GEN ED Element 3B
Survey of theories concerning the nature of right and
wrong, emphasizing how these theories can be applied
to personal moral choices.

PHI 240: PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION

REL 301: WORLD RELIGIONS
Multiple sections, including online, GEN ED Element 3B
Study of the basic notions found in the world’s great
religions. Attention is given to the historical context of
the development of these religions and to the doctrines,
rituals and literature produced by them.

REL 350/PHI 390: BUDDHISM
TR 9:30-10:45, Dr. Velez, GEN ED Element 6
A critical introduction to the main beliefs and practices of
Buddhism, from its origins in India to its most traditional
manifestations in Asia and its latest developments in
Europe and North America.

TR 12:30-1:45, Dr. Meyer, GEN ED Element 3B
Study of religious experience, faith and knowledge,
the nature and existence of God, the problem of evil,
religious ethics, and religious language.

PHI 300:
GREEK & ROMAN PHILOSOPHY
TR 2:00-3:15 Dr. Gooch, GEN ED Element 3B
Survey of philosophical thought as seen through an
examination of selected issues and selected philosophers
from ancient Greece through the early Roman period.

PHI 383W:
HEALTH & BIOMEDICAL ETHICS
Online Course, Dr. Newhart
An examination of the value-issues which surround
problems that arise in health-related fields and
whose resolution calls for moral judgments. Typical
problems would include: euthanasia, experimentation
with humans, behavior control, genetic engineering,
and distribution of health care facilities.
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